WE'RE ALL IN THIS TOGETHER
Lifecycle communication that responds to an ever-changing consumer journey:

Always on. Always forward. Always when your dealership needs it the most.

ask us about
Brand compliant COVID-19-ready messaging
that your customers read

/3birdsmarketing

@3birdsmarketing

/3-birds-marketing-llc

WWW.3BIRDS.NET

LETTER FROM THE CEO
COVID-19 Response Message
The COVID-19 threat is like nothing we’ve experienced before. Its impact is being felt in our families, our communities and our
businesses and it is having a profound effect on how we live our lives.
You’ve likely been receiving messages from every company you’ve ever done business with describing the measures they’re
taking in light of the situation. We’re doing many of the same things – operating remotely, curtailing travel and so forth – out
of concern for the safety and well-being of our staff and their families, our clients and our community. 3 Birds already had a
distributed workforce with many staff members located in different parts of the country, so we have been able to smoothly
make this temporary adjustment while continuing to provide the high level of service and support our customers appreciate
without disruption.
At times like this, continuing to provide uninterrupted support for our clients is just table stakes. Right now, we all need to do
more for each other. As the world responds to the coronavirus, it’s clear that banding together for the greater good right now
is what is required. While we cannot predict what will happen in the coming weeks, what we can do is look out for one
another, be good partners, good citizens and good communicators during this time.
For us, this means providing additional support to our partners. We’re studying the data and online vehicle shopping and
dealer website traffic has not diminished and manufacturers are responding with aggressive incentives. We expect that
consumers will spend even more time than they already do conducting online research and deal with a single dealership (as
opposed to the 1.6 dealerships they have been visiting) before purchasing and it will likely be the one that is providing the
safest, most convenient car buying process during this time. Providing an outstanding digital consumer experience and
reducing the amount of time consumers have to spend in the dealership has never been more important.
We have not only ensured that our current clients are able to continue to deliver timely, journey and lifecycle communications,
we’ve also partnered together to develop ongoing messaging about how their dealerships are responding to COVID-19 now
and developed marketing and communication strategies to continue to move their businesses forward during this time. We’ve
been working with our current customers in this manner. The extremely high rates of engagement that we’re seeing with
these messages confirms that consumers are thirsty for this information and that our dealerships have their customers’
attention and interest.
We’re also quickly establishing communication channels between our new dealer clients and their customers and ensuring
that appropriate messaging about their response is getting out. We can help your dealership with this too.
Dealerships have always been part of the fabric of the communities they serve, providing support to schools, charitable
organizations, and families as well as employing many people. Our experience tells us that dealers will undoubtedly rise to the
occasion and be a source of support to their communities during this period of uncertainty. Now is the time for dealerships to
use their position in their communities and their platform to be a reassuring voice and do good while still doing business. We
admire our dealer clients who have already stepped up to support other local businesses, organizations and citizens in their
communities and we look forward to sharing some of those stories with you in the coming weeks.
The saying, “Tough times don’t last, tough people do,” feels like it was created for dealers. We’ve been through tough times
together before and we will weather these challenges together too. And when we come back, we’ll be better, stronger, more
connected to our communities than ever before … and ready to capture the pent-up demand.

Sincerely,
Kristen Judd
CEO & Co-Founder

THE WIRE • BLUE SKY DASHBOARDS
CONTENT + DATA + MARKETING + AUTOMATION + CX

Leading Business and Consumer Intelligence Platform for Automotive Dealers

Our dynamic, integrated, automated marketing, data management and communications platform pushes the industry-standard
forward with a fresh approach to business intelligence in automotive.
Recognizing and adapting to the twists and turns along today’s customer journey and vehicle lifecycle, our comprehensive
marketing loop uses content to anticipate interests and nurture it into full-blown, low-funnel purchase intenders.
By cutting through data silos, we are ensuring that you stand out above the noise to prospects and your customers receive the
message they are eager to hear from your dealership, now more than ever.

AWARDS?
Yeah, we got 'em.

ACCOLADES?
Of course we do.

REVIEWS?
Some for us, AND some for you!

10 YEARS IN THE BIZ
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Over the industry averages

OUR MISSION

Check this out!

TO MAKE CUSTOMER AND OPERATIONAL DATA EASILY ACCESSIBLE AND ACTIONABLE
FOR AUTOMOBILE DEALERS, MANUFACTURERS, AND THEIR PARTNERS TO MARKET,
TRAIN, AND RUN THEIR BUSINESSES MORE EFFECTIVELY AND PROFITABLY.

OUR CORE VALUES
HUSTLE TENACIOUSLY
LET INTEGRITY AND DOING THE RIGHT THING BE OUR COMPASS
KEEP SWINGING FOR THE FENCES
BRING POSITIVE ENERGY AND A SENSE OF HUMOR
BE UNAPOLOGETICALLY DIFFERENT
OUR CLIENT'S SUCCESS IS OUR SUCCESS
SET THE BAR HIGHER FOR OURSELVES THAN ANYONE ELSE WILL
ELEVATE AND APPRECIATE THE TEAM

WE BELIEVE DEALERS DESERVE BETTER
We believe the automotive industry is resilient. We also believe that this, too, will pass. That we will continue to adapt to changing
consumer behavior—to pivot our message and focus our purpose—and weather through challenging climates as we do in blue
skies, coming out on the other side stronger than before.
We believe we're all in it together. We believe that we can help.

Consumer engagement is on the rise. Many dealers are able to take advantage of incentives and growing opportunities, and our
data shows that our dealers have pulled ahead. We can help you gain ground on your marketing efforts, so you're ready to meet
the consumer demand, too.

LYNCH FORD CHEVROLET
COVID-19 Notice Email

RESULTS

50%
open rate

5.5x

over the
industry average

MOLLE AUDI OF OF KANSAS CITY
MOLLE VOLKSWAGEN OF KANSAS CITY
COVID-19 Notice Email

RESULTS

27%
Open rate

33x

over the
industry average

24%
CTO rate

2x

over the
industry average

LEITH ACURA
EVENT DELAY EMAIL UPDATE

RESULTS

61%
open rate

6x

over the
industry average

MILEONE HERITAGE

CLICK ME!

Newsletter Article

HONDA OF LINCOLN
Banner included in Email

CURRY STORES CARE
Newsletter Images and Message

3Birds Marketing has been an advantageous partner for us throughout the years.
Their service and sales content and monthly eNewsletters really engage with our
customers through intelligent platform technology that ensures delivery of the
right, relevant message at just the right time.
In today’s market climate and especially during these difficult times, they have
worked with me to adjust my strategy at a moments notice and help get critical
information out to my customers without delay.
In addition, the ability to track activity and pull detailed reporting in a consolidated
dashboard assures me confidence that my email campaigns are not only being
received, but also viewed and resulting in profitable visits to my service lane and
sales purchases.
It's been a win for us past and present. We look forward to our continued
partnership and successfully working together.

Ryan Pesin
Vice President
Ardmore Toyota • Central City Toyota

3Birds Marketing is delivering an outstanding message! If there has ever been a
moment for us to come together and help one another, this is it. We appreciate all
their help over these past several days, especially.

Jim Seaman
Director of Marketing
Molle Toyota

COVID-19 RESPONSE PACKAGE

Initial COVID-19 message and creative assets bundle
Dedicated URL or subdomain
Monthly email newsletter
1 additional email update each month

One-time set-up WAIVED
FLEXIBLE Terms

Get started today
3 BIRDS MARKETING
505 W. FRANKLIN STREET
CHAPEL HILL, NC 27516
(877) 285-1094

WWW.3BIRDS.NET

